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Chapter 2: Overview of Economies of Taiwan, India & China 
 

2.1  Taiwan 

 

Overview of Taiwan Economy 

Since Taiwan lacks both the large population and natural resources, it focused on exports to 

boost its economy. Investment coupled with exports fueled the growth in Taiwan. Capital 

accumulation through exports enabled to import commodities and capital goods. Today, 

Taiwan is considered a developed economy. Its GDP1 (at official exchange rate) is estimated 

at 401.6 Billion US$ & GDP per capita at 31,900 US$ in 2008. 

 

Taiwan’s Economic development can be categorized in 4 periods- 

1950s-1970s  :  Export processing 

1970s-1980s : OEM 

1980s-1990s : OEM/ODM 

1990s-  : Global Logistics ability, OBM 

In Early 60s, Taiwan started with expanding in to exports of labor intensive products such 

as food, textiles, plywood & shoes and later changed to capital intensive manufacturing 

industry. Starting mid 80s, Taiwan has moved towards service centric economy.  

 

Today, Taiwan ranks as one of the leading supplier of IT equipments including computers & 

peripherals. It is a major procurement center for big US, European & Japanese corporations.  

After financial crisis of late 90s, growth rate in Taiwan has slowed considerably. Before the 

ongoing financial turmoil, Taiwan GDP growth was about 4% which is further expected to 

have declined to about 1.9%1 in 2008. Being export oriented, Taiwan economy has seen 
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severe impact of the current financial crisis. 

  

Taiwan's information and communications technology (ICT) companies play a key role in 

the global supply chain for electronics products. Taiwanese companies account for about 

3/4th of the world's production of PCs and 1/2 of the world's LCDs.  Taiwan makes about 

1/4th of the world's semiconductors and about 1/5th of the world's mobile phones 

 

To promote the Taiwan's industry, the government has made the development of branding 

the key task for raising the competitiveness of Taiwan's economy. There are two ultimate 

goals of the Branding Taiwan program. The first is integrating resources to assist the 

establishment of brands and create a favorable environment for development. The second is 

to aid Taiwan enterprises in brand development and increase the value of Taiwan's 

international brands. 

One example of this is Acer Inc., which in the last five years has grown to become the 

world's third-largest PC maker by market share. The company no longer does 

manufacturing in house and spun off its production units into separate companies including 

Wistron Corporation. Wistron now does manufacturing for a wide range of companies 

including some of the best known brands in the notebook computer business. Many other 

companies in Taiwan are taking the same direction. 

ASUSTek Computer Inc., owner of the ASUS brand, has become familiar to many around 

the world as the creator of the Eee PC, a small laptop computer with excellent internet 

connectivity that is affordable to a larger group of the world's people. ASUSTek last year 

spun off some of its manufacturing operations into a separate company called Pegatron 

Corp. 

D-Link Corp., one of the world's largest network equipment companies, several years ago 

spun off its manufacturing arm as Alpha Networks Inc. and focused on building the D-Link 
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brand. 

 

Taiwan companies are also among the world's leaders in products that save energy and 

reduce carbon emissions. These include companies making light- emitting diodes (LEDs) 

and solar cells, both of which were among the fastest growing segments in Taiwan's ICT 

industry last year. 

Taiwan has the world's second largest LED industry with about a quarter of the world 

market. LEDs reduce energy consumption by emitting light from a chip rather than an 

incandescent filament in a light bulb or charged gases in a fluorescent light tube. LEDs use 

about a tenth of the energy of an incandescent bulb and can last a decade or longer. They 

also produce almost no heat, thereby reducing fire potential. LEDs are poised to take a 

larger portion of the multi-billion dollar market away from light bulbs and tubes as the new 

technology becomes more mature and manufacturing costs fall. 

Taiwan's LED makers include Arima Optoelectronics Corp., Bright LED Electronics Corp., 

Epistar Corp., Everlight Electronic Co., Formosa Epitaxy, Genesis Photonics Inc., Harvatek, 

I-Chiun Precision, Ligitek, Opto Tech and Unity Opto Technology Co. 

Likewise, solar cells, which generate electricity from sunlight, have become more important 

as nations around the world try to reduce their dependence on fossil fuels and cut carbon 

emissions. Taiwan's solar cell companies include Motech Industrial Inc., Gintech Energy 

Corp., E-Ton Solar Tech, Sino-American Silicon Products Inc. Sinonar Corp. and Green 

Energy Technology. 

 

Taiwan draws its greatest competitive strengths from its education sector and related 

business innovation. With regard to education, Taiwan has high enrollment rates at all levels, 

and the educational system gets good marks for quality. In addition, companies provide a 

high level of continuing on-the-job training, ensuring that the workforce can adapt to the 
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rapidly changing economy.  

Related to innovation, Taiwan has a large pool of scientists and engineers, and it benefits 

from high company spending on R&D and strong collaboration between research institutes 

and the business sector in innovation. All of this has come together to place Taiwan 1st 

worldwide in terms of the patenting per capita of new inventions. 

 

After four years since the appearance of the Business Week magazine piece under the 

headline "Why Taiwan Matters? , the recent list of Top 100 info tech companies published 

by Business Week in 2008 shows that Taiwan has maintained its status as the world's 

leading manufacturer in the information technology industry in the four years. 

  

30 companies from CIT have made to 2008 ‘top 100 Info tech’ published by business week. 

Table 2-1: Companies from CIT in list of top 100 Info tech published by business week, 

2008 

Country Name Industry Rank 

Taiwan ASUSTEK COMPUTER   COMP 9 

Taiwan HIGH TECH COMPUTER   COMP 10 

Taiwan HON HAI PRECISION IND.   COMP 17 

Taiwan COMPAL ELECTRONICS   COMP 31 

Taiwan WISTRON   COMP 40 

Taiwan TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR MFG.   SEMI 50 

Taiwan QUANTA COMPUTER   COMP 52 

Taiwan AU OPTRONICS   COMP 53 

Taiwan TRANSCEND INFORMATION   SEMI 62 

Taiwan ACER   COMP 71 

Taiwan CHICONY ELECTRONICS   COMP 73 
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Taiwan POWERCHIP SEMICONDUCTOR   SEMI 76 

Taiwan INVENTEC   COMP 82 

Taiwan FOXCONN TECHNOLOGY   COMP 83 

Taiwan DELTA ELECTRONICS   COMM 86 

Taiwan ADVANCED SEMICONDUCTOR ENG.  SEMI 88 

Taiwan NAN YA PCB   COMM 92 

Taiwan NANYA TECHNOLOGY   SEMI 93 

China CHINA MOBILE   TELE 7 

China 

CHINA UNITED 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS   TELE 35 

China ZTE   COMM 45 

China DIGITAL CHINA HOLDINGS   DIST 70 

China BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP   COMM 80 

China TPV TECHNOLOGY   COMP 81 

India BHARTI AIRTEL   COMM 21 

India REDINGTON INDIA   DIST 55 

India RELIANCE COMMUNICATIONS   TELE 66 

India WIPRO   SVCS 74 

India SATYAM COMPUTER SERVICES   SVCS 91 

India HCL TECHNOLOGIES   SVCS 95 

 

Taiwan is behind only the United States. Despite the shine of India and China in recent 

years, the island remains Asia's clear technology leader.  

 

To reduce reliance on low-margin manufacturing for outsourcing clients like Motorola and 

Hewlett-Packard , some of the island's electronics leaders have been focusing on building 
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their brands. And it's no coincidence that this year's top Taiwanese performers, No. 9 

Asustek Computer and No. 10 High Tech Computer, have been among the most aggressive 

in moving beyond their contract-manufacturing roots to market their own products, such as 

the innovative Eee PC, to consumers around the world.  

High Tech Computer, the world's top producer of smartphones using Microsoft's operating 

system, has been pushing hard to build the HTC brand as an alternative to Apple. The 

company sold more than 3 million of its first-generation touchscreen phones, the HTC 

Touch, since its launch last summer. HTC has now just unveiled the Diamond, the 

company's latest attempt to compete with the iPhone. The Diamond has 3D animation, a 

3.2-megapixel camera, and 3G GSM and HSDPA Internet connectivity. 

Hon Hai Precision Industry is the manufacturer of PCs, printers, phones, and iPods. Hon 

Hai and its Hong Kong-listed affiliate, Foxconn International, depend on inexpensive 

manufacturing in Chinese factories.  

Other well-known Indian software giant Infosys and Tata Consultancy Services didn’t make 

to the list in 2008 because the falling dollar and slumping U.S. economy have hit business 

in their largest market. 

 

Development of High Tech Industry in Taiwan 

 

The following four key initiatives helped develop Taiwan’s high tech industry what it is 

today: 

 Development of Industrial clusters through Industrial & Science parks  

 Funding Technology Development Programs by DoIT 

 Programs for attracting R&D centers to Taiwan  

 National information & Communication initiatives (e-Taiwan, m-Taiwan, u-Taiwan) 
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Development of Industrial clusters through Industrial & Science parks  

 

So after all what is behind Taiwan’s competitiveness? Answer may lie in Development of 

Industrial clusters in Taiwan.  Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected 

companies and institutions in a particular field. Taiwan ranked as No. 1 in cluster 

development according to The Global Competitiveness report2 2006, 2007. Due to Govt. 

activating to upgrade technology, brand innovation, high-tech intensive, high-value oriented 

innovative strategy, resources are effectively integrated. 

Three types of industrial parks have been established in Taiwan:  

• "Industrial parks" (developed by the IDB, local governments and private enterprises). 

Industrial parks mainly focus on manufacturing activities for matured products. 

• "Export processing zones" (under the jurisdiction of the Export Processing Zone 

Administration Office, MOEA) and  

• "Science-based industrial parks" (under the jurisdiction of the National Science 

Council, Executive Yuan). Science parks houses companies with R&D capability for 

new, innovative products. It encompasses total product life cycle from R&D to After 

Sales services. 

 

Following the pace of industrial transformation, Taiwan’s industrial parks have developed 

into specialized parks and corridors. For example, the Nankang Software Park in Taipei is a 

technology park for knowledge-intensive industries that focus on software development, 

digital content, IC design, and biotechnology. The parks in Central Taiwan reflect the fact 

that the region, with its well-developed industrial supply chain, is an important 

manufacturing base for precision machinery. The Tainan Technology Industrial Park in 

southern Taiwan (1995) has a special niche in R&D. Within the park, research is conducted 

on core technologies, such as the mirco-nano system, technology for 3C integration, 
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communication software applications and the Internet.  

 

Hsinchu Science Park (HSP) was established in December 1980 on the lines of Silicon 

Valley of US. HSP has focused both on research and production, thus profoundly impacting 

the local economic development and giving the HSP an international reputation and 

establishing it as a model imitated by other countries. 

 

The establishment of the Central Taiwan Science-based Industrial Park completes the 

linkage of the three science-based industrial parks in northern, central and southern Taiwan 

into a "technology corridor" along the western coast. This creates clusters concentrating on 

IC in the north, Nano in the center and Optic-electronics in the south. 
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Figure 2-1: Location of Taiwan’s high tech industry clusters 

 

Key industries in Taiwan are represented in the table blow. 
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Figure 2-2: Key industries in Taiwan  

 

Taiwan is top global supplier in many areas. Appendix 1 lists the products where Taiwan is 

one of the Top3 suppliers in the world.  

Table 2-2: Patents filing at USPTO (2007)  

Country Patents Granted in 2007  (% of the total patents) 

US 79527 (51%) 

China 772 

India  546 

Taiwan 6128 (4%) 

 

Taiwan is also one of the world’s top patent holders. In fact Taiwan has filed the most 

patents per capita in 20082.  
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Funding Technology Development Programs by DoIT 

 

In the 70's, the government established a series of technology research institutions, the most 

important of which is the Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) responsible for 

carrying out innovative R&D in key common industrial technologies. 

 

In 1979, MOEA began setting aside budgets to commission research institutions to take part 

in industrial technology research and development projects called “Research TPDs”.  

Over the last five years TDPs have supported research institutes to generate an average of 

nearly 2,000 patent applications a year with over 1,000 of these being eventually granted. 

Between 2003 ~ 2007 patent and technology transfers from research institutes generated 

total revenues of NTD 5,400 million. The WEF's research report also classified Taiwan as 

an “innovation-driven” nation, reinforcing the fact that Organization TDPs have helped 

Taiwan's patent output reach world-class standards. 

 

In 1997, the “Industrial TDP” has been implemented for the purpose of encouraging private 

enterprises to take part in technological innovation and applied research. Three programs 

were implemented including "Industrial TDP", "Small Business Innovation Research 

Promoting Program", and "IT Applications Promotion Project". In 2001, the "Industrial 

Technology Development Alliance Program" and the "Strategic Service-Oriented Research 

& Development Program" were implemented. In 2002, the "Industrial Technology 

Innovation Center Program" and the "Multinational Innovative R&D Centers in Taiwan 

Program" were implemented as well. 

 

Industrial Technology Development Program was the first one to provide direct funding for 
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enterprises to participate in industrial technology research. By the end of 2007, 424 projects 

had been carried out by 691 businesses, with nearly 15,000 researchers. Government grants 

was about NTD11.43 billion, and businesses investing facilitated to NTD 29.86 billon in 

return. On average, each NT dollar spent by the government through Industrial Technology 

Development Program resulted in 10.39 NT dollars of industrial output. 

 

Small Business Innovation Research Program （SBIR）offers grants for SMEs to share the 

R&D cost while the rights to the research results also went to the SME in order to help 

improve their knowledge strategy and innovation capability. By June 2008 a total of 4,255 

applications were submitted and 2,500 approved, resulting in NTD 10.4 billion in industry 

R&D spending and over 25,000 directly-related research jobs. On average, each NT dollar 

spent by the government through SBIR resulted in 8.25 NT dollars of derivative 

investments and 9.35 NT dollars of industrial output. 

 

The focus of Innovative Technology Applications and Services Program was to encourage 

businesses to generate new business opportunities through integration of technology 

applications or services. Over 600 applications were received by June 2008 with funding 

approved for 367. This led to more than NTD 10 billion in investments from businesses in 

return; so on average each NT dollar spent through TDP generated 2.4 dollars in enterprise 

investment. A total of 6,000 directly related research jobs were created in industries such as 

manufacturing and services. 

 

Two types of innovation center programs were devised; with the first being the 

Multinational Innovative R&D Centers in Taiwan Program aims at attracting international 

R&D resources to Taiwan. The other was the Industrial Technology Innovation Center 

Program aims at establishing R&D centers that will help Taiwanese industries become 
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technology R&D oriented. By December 2008 the two programs have helped establish 100 

domestic enterprise R&D centers while also persuading 30 multinational enterprises to set 

up 39 R&D centers in Taiwan. These will carry out over 550 collaborative research projects 

in Taiwan and generate over NTD 37 billion in research spending.  

 

In 2001, the "Academic TDP" was lunched and the academic research and development 

center was established. The academic power is utilized to advance nation's industrial 

competitiveness.  

 

Till 2007, the achievements include: 1,445 patents filed, 327 patents granted, 265 cases of 

technological transfer (valued NTD 119.01 million), and 338 derivative assignments 

(valued approx. NTD 258.82 million).  

 

R&D budget of DoIT in 2007 was US$548.7 M.  
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Figure 2-3: DoIT TDP funding allocation 2007  

DoIT TDP Funding Allocation, 2007: 

Research Institutes:75.7%, Industrial Section:18.8%, Academia:5.5% 

 

Resource Allocation in Organization TDP, 2007 

 Information and Communication: 20%, 

  Bio-technology and Pharmaceuticals: 12% 

 Materials and Chemical Engineering: 16% 

 Foresight Innovation: 17% 

 Machinery & Transportation: 21% 

 R & D Service: 7% 

 Other: 7% 

 

Focus areas of DoIT in Information technology:- 

 Soft Electronic Technologies 

 Electronic Billboard, electronic paper, soft substrate material 

 Ubiquitous , Digital lifestyle technologies 

 Wireless sensory networks , the ITeS platforms 

 White LED technologies 

 Car light sources, special lighting and value adding applications through inter 

industry partnerships 

 WiMAX Technologies 

 Wimax chip and total solution for application services 
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Figure 2-4: Focus areas of DoIT , Taiwan  

  

Below are examples of how some of the leading industries are incubated through these TDP 

programs. 

 

Phased development of IC industry: 

 

1) Founding the industry through TDP: In 1973, Taiwan's IC industry consisted only of IC 

packaging companies. The government funded Technology Development Programs (TDPs) 

at the Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI), establishing the foundations of 

Taiwan's high-tech industry.  

 

Through the support of DoIT's funding programs, Taiwan's IC industry has been 

transformed by several phases of R&D planning. These not only upgraded the capabilities 

of the IC industry but also created technology spin-offs that helped to spur the growth of the 
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IC industry as a whole. Ultimately this grew into a complete IC industry structure, from 

design, mask, manufacturing and packaging. 

2) Funding of technology introduction  

1976 Acquisition of Semiconductor Process Technology 

ITRI signed “CMOS IC Technology Transfer Licensing Agreement” with RCA in 1976.  

Spinoff of UMC (United Microelectronics corporation ), 1st 4” wafer fab in Taiwan 

By acquiring technology from ERSO/ITRI, UMC became the first specialized manufacturer 

of 4-inch wafers in Taiwan. UMC was also the first spinoff of a private enterprise through 

technology transfer by a research organization.s 

3) LSI Technology development Program  

1983  Syntek Semiconductor, 1st IC Design in Taiwan 

4) VLSI Technology development Program 

1987  Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) , 1st 6” wafer fab  

1988 Taiwan mask corporation (TMC), 1st Mask fab in Taiwan 

1990-1995 Sub-Micron fabrication Technology development Program 

1990 Establishment of Taiwan Notebook PC Consortium 

CCL/ITRI united 47 domestic manufacturers to establish the “Notebook Computer 

Alliance.” Through vertical integration of the industry, the Alliance helped make Taiwan the 

world’s largest notebook computer producer. 

1994 Vanguard International Semiconductor corporation (VIS) , 1st 8” fab in Taiwan 

Deep Sub-Micron fabrication Technology development Program 

 

Taiwan's wafer foundries are ranked 1st in the world, IC design 2nd in the world behind the 

US and overall output 4th in the world, an outstanding result by any measure. 
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The evolution of IC industry becomes the best practice accounting for the government’s 

support. DoIT continue to be the guiding force through TDPs and transplant this successful 

model as a benchmark to other Taiwan's industries. The following case is another great 

example.  

 

Phased development of Wireless broadband Communication industry 

 

During the 1990's the Taiwan’s communications industry focused on wired and low-end 

products. The government therefore began assisting the communication manufacturers with 

research into wireless broadband communications technology through DoIT's Technology 

Development Programs (TDP). Today, Taiwan's manufacturers lead the world in terms of 

market share for broadband devices, wireless NIC, Voice-over-IP (VoIP) and Internet Set 

Top Boxes (STB). 

 

Below are significant milestones in development of wireless broadband Communication 

Industry: 

1996-2000 Broadband network application technology  

2001 Wireless ADSL VoIP Gateway 

2001-2005 Communication software technology  

  2003  WCDMA Chipsets, J2ME in GSM/GPRS Chipsets 

  2004 Enterprise class switch  

  2005 J2ME Smart Phone 

2006-2007 Next Generation Wireless broadband communication Technology 

development Program 

2007  WiMax Chipset , Pico & Femto base station  
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There are other TDP for Machine & Tools , Textile industry and so on.  

 

ITRI Incubation Center was awarded the 2006 “Randall M. Whaley Incubator of the Year” 

award by National Business Incubation Association (NBIA). The award was the most 

important honor of NBIA, representing an Oscar Award of global incubation industries. It 

was also the first award received by Asian organization since the establishment of NBIA 

twenty years ago. 

 

Programs for attracting R&D centers of multinational companies to Taiwan  

 

DoIT offers a comprehensive support to attract Multinational Innovative R&D Centers in 

Taiwan through 

 Tax Deduction and Exemption 

 Human Resource Support 

 Subsidy for Operating Capital 

 Priority in Administrative Procedure 

 

It has resulted in 36 such centers in Taiwan (till Mar 2008) 
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Figure 2-5: Foreign-invest R&D centers in Taiwan 

  

Telecom & Optoelectronics  R&D Centers- 67% 

Machinery & Transportation R&D Centers- 13% 

Materials & Chemicals R&D Centers- 13%  

Biotechnology & Pharmaceuticals R&D Centers- 7% 
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National information & Communication initiatives (e-Taiwan, m-Taiwan, u-Taiwan) 

 

Along with establishing the industrial parks and funding the technology development 

programs, Taiwan also initiated programs to make it ready and competitive in information 

& communication industry under National Information & Communication initiative 

committee , Executive Yuan. 

 

Figure 2-6: National Information and communication initiatives  

 

In May 2002, the e-Taiwan Program was adopted as a key component of the "Challenge 

2008: the 6-Year National Development Plan", mapping out the Cabinet's e-agenda to 

develop the information and communications infrastructure across the country, boost 

industry competitiveness, upgrade government performance, and transform Taiwan as an 

e-Leader in Asia.  

 

The Program includes five core initiatives:  

e-Infrastructure, e-Government, e-Industry, e-Life, and e-Opportunity.  

 

In 2005, the "M-Taiwan Program" in the "Ten New Major Construction Projects," with 37 

billion NT dollars allocated for the next five years was installed. The program has been 
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expected to buildup the wireless networks, integrate mobile phone networks, setup the 

optical-fiber backbones, and execute the Integrated Beyond 3rd Generation Program. It also 

has been expected to shift Taiwan from an "e-nation" to an "M-nation," and to reach the 

vision of " Mobile Taiwan, infinite application, and a brave new mobile world."  

 

The M-Taiwan Program is expected: (1) to build up a wireless Internet access environment, to 

improve Taiwan's penetration rate of mobile internet from the 20th to 5th in the world ranking; 

(2) to become one of the top 10 countries with the lowest online access fee in the world. It 

means there will be 30% to 80% price discount compared to existing charges; (3) to help in 

the development of telecommunication industry to become the next industry with trillion 

dollar revenue. Taiwan is potential to be the first GSM-WLAN integrated nation over the 

world; (4) to promote the construction of 6,000 km broadband network and to encourage 100 

billion NT dollars investments from the cell-phone manufactures, content providers, and 

telecom operators; (5) to improve the broadband infrastructures of remote areas, and to 

promote the governmental services. The Tele-Medical services and Tele-Care services are 

also provided to be conduct to balance the inter-regional developments. M-Taiwan Program is 

expected to be able to bridge the digital divide. 

 

In 2007, A “Ubiquitous-Taiwan" project promoting a networked society was installed. It is 

expected to boost the country's GDP to more than NT$16 trillion (US$492.76 billion) by 

2010. The project has been built upon the framework established under the "e-Taiwan" and 

"m-Taiwan" projects.  
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Taiwan Advantage  

Key factors behind Taiwan success in high tech Industry can be summarized as below:- 

 Close proximity and critical mass of major industrial clusters  

 Collaborative specialization and integration of work, and responsive market changes 

 Complete production hierarchy: OEM, ODM & OBM; strong & sound manufacturing 

industry 

 Close interlink with global supply chains 

 Entrepreneurism and venture capital available  

 Excellence of education and research institutes 

 High qualified workforce 

 

2.2  India 

 

At the time of Independence in 1947, India was a rural and impoverished country with 90% 

of the population living in villages. Average annual economic growth, which had been 

constant and tardy at 3.5 per cent during the first thirty years of Independence, increased to 

5.7 per cent during the 1990s and, since 2006-07, the average rate has increased further to 

9.6 per cent. GDP growth has been enormous with 8.8% over last 4 years and that makes 

India the second fastest growing economies in the world after China. India clocked GDP 

growth of 9.4%, 9.6% and 8.7% from 2005 to 2007. GDP1 (official exchange rate) is 

estimated at US$1.237 trillion with GDP - per capita (PPP) at US$ 2,800 in year 2008. 

 

India has also emerged as a global Information Technology powerhouse. India offers high 

quality IT and IT-enabled Services at low cost, using state-of-the-art technology. India’s 

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) organizations are counted among the 

best known and most reputed ICT solutions and services providers worldwide. Scores of 
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global ICT leaders have invested in India, making the country their hub for software 

development, offshore outsourcing and R&D. 

 

India derives substantial advantages not only from its market size (ranked2 4th for its 

domestic market size and 5th for its foreign market size) but also from its strong business 

sophistication (ranked 27th) and innovation (ranked 32nd).The country is endowed with 

strong business clusters and many local suppliers, and ranks an impressive 3rd for the 

availability of scientists and engineers and 27th for the quality of its research institutions. 

However, India’s overall competitive position is weakened by its macroeconomic instability 

(109th) with the government running one of the highest deficits in the world (ranked 127th), 

unsustainable levels of government debt (ranked 113th), and fairly high inflation. 

 

Health and primary education is another area of concern, with poor health indicators 

(ranked 105th for both infant mortality and life expectancy), related to the high prevalence 

of diseases such as tuberculosis and malaria. Educational enrollment rates also remain low 

at all levels, with the primary educational system in particular getting poor marks for quality. 

Certain labor market efficiency indicators are also poor, including female participation in 

the labor force (ranked 122nd) and the facility with which firms can hire and fire employees 

(ranked 104th). 

India’s Economic development can be categorized in 3 periods- 

1950-1990  :  License Raj 

1991-2001 : Economic reforms through privatization 

2002 -  : Acceleration  
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1950-1990: Regulation (“THE LICENSE RAJ”) 

India’s first prime minister Mr. Nehru had a vision to make India self sufficient. In order to 

promote self sufficiency, policies of high import tariffs and duties, controls on production 

through licenses, public sector monopolies and isolating India to the outside world were 

followed. Poor economic growth resulted because the economy was stifled by licensing, 

socialist red tape, excessive bureaucracy and regulation (“the license Raj”). Many state run 

monopolies were run by bureaucrats with little commercial experience. 

Corruption was nurtured. Private industry was starved of badly needed funds that went to 

state-run firms, often loss makers. Poor allocation of scarce resources to unproductive 

channels resulted. Competition was curbed and consumers fared badly. 

The period from 1950-1980 saw average annual economic growth rise to 3.5%, higher than 

the 1% during British rule. However, with population growth averaging about 2% pa, per 

capita income rose very slowly. The decade from 1981-1991 saw some loosening of red 

tape and introduction of first generation reforms; GDP rose to a more respectable 5.4% p.a., 

but still below peers, especially the Far East Asian “tigers”. India lagged economically; and 

as a result also in human development indicators. 

1991: THE TURNING POINT 

A Balance of Payments crisis in 1991 pushed the country to near bankruptcy. In return for 

an IMF bailout, gold was transferred to London as collateral, the Rupee (Indian currency) 

devalued and economic reforms were forced upon India. That low point was the catalyst 

required to transform the economy through badly needed reforms to unshackle the economy. 

Controls started to be dismantled, tariffs, duties and taxes progressively lowered, state 

monopolies broken, the economy was opened to trade and investment, private sector 

enterprise and competition were encouraged and globalisation was slowly embraced. The 
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reforms process continues today and is accepted by all political parties, but the speed is 

often held hostage by coalition politics and vested interests. Economic growth in the decade 

from 1992-2002 rose to an annual average of 5.9%. Better than before, but not fast enough 

for the huge “catch up” required for removing poverty and raising living standards. 

2002 ONWARDS : THE ECONOMY ACCELERATES 

The average annual growth rate for the last 4 years has accelerated to 8.6%, despite very 

poor infrastructure which the Government estimates reduces GDP by about 1.5-2% annually. 

Cumulative economic reforms, increasing globalization, cheap credit, rising incomes, a 

higher investment rate of 35% and a growing educated middle class that fuels consumption 

have contributed to recent higher economic growth.  

In an update in 2007 to its original BRICs report, Goldman Sachs upgraded India’s 

sustainable economic growth from 5.7% to 8%. It suggests that India’s GDP will overtake 

the UK by 2015 and the U.S. by 2042 to be the second largest global economy after China 

and India’s influence on the world economy “will be bigger and quicker” than implied in 

the 2003 report. 

IT industry of India  

Worldwide technology products and related services spend is estimated to have crossed USD 

1.6 trillion in 2008, a growth of 5.6 per cent over 2007.  IT-BPO services (including software 

products) touched USD 967 billion, an above average growth of 6.3 per cent in 2008. 

Worldwide BPO spending in 2008 grew by 12 per cent, which was the highest among all the 

segments. BPO today is an integral part of the global delivery chain and is increasingly 

involved in mission critical applications. Within IT-BPO, outsourcing emerged as a key driver, 

accentuated by shifts in regional spending as emerging markets such as CEMA (Central and 
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Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa), Latin America, and Asia Pacific (excluding Japan) 

increased their share. 

Though, IT industry of India is a tiny fraction of world market share, IT-BPO industry plays a 

very crucial role in story of India. While the IT-BPO sector is mainly export oriented, it has 

vast impact on growth in India.  Use of IT in domestic organizations has increased 

performance in several industries. Also, the sector has huge impact on the employment and 

thus giving rise to strong consumer demand for all products and services. 

Table 2-3: The trend of the Indian Electronics and IT/ITeS industry 

Year Production 

(in INR 10 million)  

Growth (%) Production (In US $B)  

(at 1 USD=44.904 Rs) 

2002-03 97000 21.1 21.60 

2003-04 118290 21.9 26.34 

2004-05 152420 28.9 33.94 

2005-06 190300 24.9 42.38 

2006-07 244000 28.3 54.34 

2007-08* 291100 19.3*  64.83 

* Figures are estimated 

In 2007-08, total value of IT/ITeS industry (including hardware) is around US$ 64 B 

The total value of software and services export is estimated at US$ 40.3 billion with a growth 

rate of 28.3 per cent in dollar terms. (about 62% of total industry revenue) 

Total value of electronic hardware production is estimated at US$ 17.89 B, of which consumer 

electronics is the biggest with about 28% share. 
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Graph below represents the dominating position of IT Software and services as compared to 

hardware production. 

 

Figure 2-7: Electronics and production profile, India  

Today, India leads the world in terms of the number of quality certifications achieved by 

centres in any single country. As of December 2007, over 498 Indiabased centres (both 

Indian firms as well as MNC owned captives) had acquired quality certifications with 85 

companies certified at Software Engineering Institute (SEI), Carnegie Mellon Capability 

Maturity Model (CMM) Level 5 – higher than any other country. 

The US and the UK remain the key markets for Indian IT-BPO exports (excluding 

hardware), accounting for nearly 80 per cent of the total exports. 

 

 

Development of High Tech Industry in India 
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While the development of High tech industry in Taiwan was a well thought and govt. 

supported process, India’s development in high tech sector has been largely due to its 

immense human potential which has leveraged its sound education system over the years and 

capability to handle the complex models and codes required in IT sector. However role of 

policies to help establish the industry can’t be underestimated. I will review the development 

phases and policies in following sections focusing on software and hardware industry. 

Software industry  

The Indian software industry has been active since the early 1970s, but it was only in the 

mid-1980s that it became visible in the global software services market. In 1985, Citibank 

established a 100 per cent foreign-owned, export-oriented, offshore software company, 

(Citicorp Overseas Software Ltd, COSL) in the Santa Cruz Electronics Export Processing 

Zone (SEEPZ) in Bombay. It initially undertook software development work for the parent 

company and later diversified. Soon after, Texas Instruments and Hewlett-Packard 

established subsidiaries in Bangalore, in 1986 and 1989 respectively. 

By doing so, these three companies drew attention to the possibilities available for offshore 

software development in India. This increased awareness of the capability of Indian 

programmers and engineers coincided with the severe shortage in the supply of programmers 

and software developers in the American software industry.  

Industry in its early days started with body shopping. In 1990 over 95 per cent of Indian 

software companies were involved in body-shopping activities and of the 3,000 programmers 

who were working in the software export sector, the majority of them were on assignment 

abroad.  
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Since early 90s however Indian SW industry moved in to offshore contract programming. 

Subsequently BPO industry also blossomed. The IT–BPO sector has grown rapidly over last 

few years and the IT-BPO industry revenues 2008 are over USD 60 billion. 

Currently, of the total direct employment of about two million in the IT-BPO industry, over 90 

per cent is captured by the seven leading locations of Bangalore, Mumbai, NCR, Hyderabad, 

Pune, Chennai and Kolkata. Apart from employment, these cities have realised significant 

benefits in terms of improved branding and visibility, consumption led economic growth, 

improvements in social infrastructure, etc. 

India IT sector has benefited from the outward expansion of the industry as outside Forces 

governed software development activities in India. Business strategies in the industrialized 

countries have been important in shaping the industry. Key external factors are the 

improvements in communications technology; the growing use of information technology in 

the industrialized countries and the increased outsourcing of certain IT activities by 

companies that has led to the globalization of software development activities. The alliances 

that have been forged by the Indian software industry and foreign firms are based on the 

performance of complementary activities in the software value chain..  

In addition to business strategies, government policy has played an important role in the 

development of the software industry. Policy makers set out to encourage software exports 

very early on. This section will highlight the policy changes that have occurred in India in the 

last three decades in relation to information technology. 
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Table 2-4: Policies that effected software Industry in India  

Year Policy Action Details 

1972 Software Export 

Scheme 

Hardware imports were permitted for the purposes of software 

development on the condition that the price of the hardware was 

recouped through foreign exchange earnings within 5 years 

1976 Further liberalisation 

of policies related to 

the software industry 

Hardware import duties reduced from over 100 per cent to 40 per 

cent; faster clearance of software export applications; software 

exporters could take advantage of export incentives including 

locating in EPZs; non-resident Indians allowed to import 

hardware for the purposes of software export with a 100 per cent 

export obligation 

1981 Stricter controls on 

imports 

Import duties on hardware were raised but firms were allowed to 

use the hardware for the development of domestic software as 

well as for exports; Software exporters could also import 

"loaned" computers 

1984 New Computer Policy Import procedures for hardware and software simplified; import 

duties for hardware and software reduced from 135 per cent to 

60 per cent for hardware and 100 per cent to 60 per cent for 

software; software was recognised as an industry and licensing 

procedures were simplified; improved access to foreign 

exchange for software firms; income tax exemption on net 

export earnings was reduced from 100 per cent to 50 per cent. 

1986 Computer Software 

Export, Software 

Development and 

Identified IT as potential growth driver: 
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Training Policy 
Imports of hardware and software were further deregulated, 

anyone could import software at 60 per cent duty. 100 per cent 

export oriented software production units were permitted to 

import hardware duty free; Indian firms were allowed to sell 

foreign software, i.e. they could become distributors; export 

obligations for hardware importers increased by 50 per cent and 

the time in which to meet the obligations reduced to 4 years; 

1988 Software Technology 

Parks of India Scheme 

Creation of software technology parks  (STP) for the 

production of software for export  

Approval under single contact window clearance mechanism 

100% foreign equity permitted 

Goods imported/procured locally by STP units are completely 

duty free 

Sales in domestic market permitted up to 50% of export 

Income tax benefits 

Minimal Export obligation with postitve net foreign exchange 

1991 The Economy-wide 

Liberalisation 

Programme 

Devaluation of the Rupee; partial convertibility of the Rupee; 

abolition of foreign exchange for travel tax; reduction in 

telecommunications charges for satellite links; duty-free and 

obligation-free imports of telecommunications equipment in the 

STPs; reduction of import duties on software in 1994 to 20 per 

cent for applications software and 65 per cent for systems 
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software and in 1995 to 10 per cent for both; liberalisation of 

hardware import duties and loans for importing hardware given 

certain export obligations; export obligations could be met from 

earnings from on-site services  

1992 Recent Tax Policies Software exports brought under the Income Tax Act exempting 

exporters from income tax; confirmation of this status occurred 

on an annual basis until 1995 when confirmation became 

open-ended. Because software exports were brought under the 

same chapter of the tax code as merchandise exports, some of 

the benefits were eroded due to the different characteristics 

between merchandise and software exports. Income tax 

exemption offered to EPZs and 100 per cent export oriented 

units was extended to software exports from companies taking 

part in these schemes which were established in or after 1993. 

The early years in software policy: an export focus 

Since Independence in 1947, the goal of self-reliance has guided all spheres of policy making 

in India. Until the mid-1980s, India's development strategy was characterized by import 

substitution policies, which were aimed at nurturing domestic industry, including the 

computer hardware and software industry. These included extensive quantitative restrictions 

and high tariffs on imports, elaborate import licensing procedures, export subsidies, controls 

on foreign direct investment and an overvalued exchange rate.  The goal of self-reliance also 

led to a strong commitment to the role of science and technology in India's development 

strategy. These were areas that were emphasized in industrial policy as well as in the field of 

education. In addition to establishing the Indian Institutes of Technology (IIT), which were 

educational institutions located in various cities around India aimed at creating a large pool of 
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technical skills, the Government of India (GOI) has had a computer policy since the creation 

of the Department of Electronics (DOE) in 1970. It was the first developing country to do so 

and to explicitly target software as a "thrust area", for its high skill requirements, its labour 

intensity, and its foreign exchange earnings potential. 

In the area of software, the DOE started by launching "a programme for promoting the 

generation of computer software, particularly for export'...which consisted mainly of 

newspaper advertisements asking for interested companies to submit ideas to the DOE” 

Simultaneously, policies were implemented to foster the hardware industry by protecting it 

from foreign competition. These included very high import duties, quotas and licensing 

requirements 

The Software Export Scheme was launched in 1972. In addition, there was an emphasis on 

computer and software education and training. In parallel, the DOE began to encourage 

public sector projects that dealt with software development. Until the mid-1970s, IBM and 

ICL were the largest providers of hardware in India. As their hardware came with its own 

software there was little need for additional software. As needs became more complicated 

and applications could be customised, software development occurred in-house. Firms both 

inside and outside the computer industry developed software for their own needs. The 

government also had software developed internally for applications on its own computer 

system. For software development to be economical, firms and organisations that developed 

software had to be fairly large. As Indian firms started to realise the merits of computerisation, 

a domestic market for commercial software developed in India. However, due to the high 

import duties on computers and software, firms found it very difficult and expensive to focus 

on software development as their main activity. A number of domestic hardware producers, 

therefore, began to develop software and to provide services such as access to computers. 
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One way to get around high import duties on computers and to obtain the permission to 

import computers was to commit to a certain level of software development for export. In 

1974, which some experts suggests is "the year that marks the birth of the Indian software 

export industry" Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) was established in Bombay. It was one of 

the first companies to get into the area of software exports. In 1978 Tata Burroughs Ltd (TBL) 

was formed as a joint venture between Burroughs, an American hardware company, which 

had a 40 per cent equity holding in the new company, and Tatas. Together TCS and TBL, 

which is now Tata Unisys, became the largest Indian software exporters. Other firms got into 

the act as well at that time.  

The state-run Computer Maintenance Corporation (CMC) was formed in 1976 and was 

awarded most public sector software development and maintenance contracts. "CMC was 

given a legal monopoly to service all foreign systems installed in the country. Until the 

mid-1980s, foreign investment was not permitted in many sectors of the economy. 

Exceptions were made for cases in which there would be a transfer of technology. A few such 

cases existed in the computer industry. However, in the mid-1970s, there was a move to 

reduce foreign ownership of computer firms. Some companies like ICL accepted this, 

reducing their share of the company's equity to 40 per cent, while others, such as IBM, chose 

to leave India in 1978 ...CMC played a special role in the service of IBM systems, particularly 

after Big Blue decided to leave India" 

Another way to get around the high duties and elaborate licensing procedures was to set up a 

training or educational facility dedicated to software and hardware training. The Delhi-based 

company, NIIT got its start in this way in 1981. In order to have access to computer hardware, 

NIIT got into the market as a training facility. It was only in 1985, when the law with respect 

to the purchase of hardware was amended that NIIT changed its strategy somewhat. It added 

to its portfolio computer software development and technical support, initially for the 
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domestic market but in 1988 "the company earned its first dollar from on-site professional 

services", and in 1990/91 the emphasis on foreign markets became a core activity. 

With IBM's departure, 1,200 software personnel were released into the Indian market. This 

had an interesting impact on the software export business. Many of these people had no 

option but to leave India if they wanted to pursue careers in information technology. Others 

set up their own small companies, as there were very few companies that were dedicated to 

the development of software and to software services. The focus initially was on providing 

services for domestic clients, but as the domestic market was proving too difficult to penetrate, 

due to the very low level of computerisation and the high level of in-house development, the 

focus shifted to the export market. 

Policy changes that led to the boom: Post 1984  

The DOE's role underwent a transformation in the mid-1980s, a change that came from within 

when it became increasingly apparent that the public sector was not able to supply the 

computer hardware and software that was needed by the domestic market. The new approach 

was more supportive of the domestic software industry rather than the previous more 

restrictive and regulatory one. It also encouraged software exports and export-oriented 

foreign investment. In response to the success of hardware companies like HCL and Wipro, a 

new Computer Policy was introduced in November 1984 which reduced many constraints on 

the industry . Further liberalisation came in the form of the new Software Policy, which was 

implemented in 1986. "The new policy advocated what was called a `flood in - flood out' 

approach, allowing imports to `flood in' in the hopes that eventually exports would `flood 

out'" 

Further evidence of this changed attitude came in 1986 when Texas Instruments (TI), 

proposed to establish a 100 per cent export-oriented, foreign owned and operated subsidiary 
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(its first outside the United States). The DOE and the GOI were fairly quick in the processing 

of the license.  

In 1987, a decision was taken to impose a 15 per cent tax on foreign exchange expenditure on 

travel.This had substantial impact on the industry which was primarily using body shoping. 

TI's fully equipped software development centre, inclusive of satellite connectivity, made it 

clear to the DOE and the GOI that in order to foster the development of a vibrant software 

industry in India, it was necessary to provide an environment which would facilitate such 

activities. This realisation acted as a catalyst for the establishment of the Software 

Technology Parks of India Scheme in 1988. These STPs were envisioned to be like export 

processing zones, where the government provided infrastructure, buildings, electricity, 

telecommunications facilities and high speed satellite links.  

 

 STP (Software Technology Parks): 

The Software Technology Parks (STP) Scheme became operational in 1988. It comes under 

the Department of Electronics of the Government of India, but functions as an autonomous 

body. Its purpose is to encourage and support small software exporters, by giving 100 percent 

export-oriented firms a tax-free status for five years within the first eight years of operation. 

In addition, it provides them with office space and computer equipment, access to high-speed 

satellite links and an uninterrupted supply of electricity. The STP scheme also provides 

services such as import certification, software valuation, project approvals, market analysis, 

marketing support and training STPs are connected by an integrated network, SoftNET, 

whereby subscribers can lease a point to point digital 64 kbps channel, and have access to the 

Internet with their own TCP/IP number, which would give them e-mail, remote log in, and 
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file-transfer services as well as access to the World Wide Web. The STP facilities also 

provide video-conferencing services between Bangalore and the rest of the world. The export 

obligation amounts to "1.5 times the CIF values of the hardware imported including software 

+ 1.5 times the annual wage bill. The obligation on the hardware part will be fulfilled over a 

period of four years". As on 31st March 2005, 5068 units were operative. There are now 45 

STPs in India located in major cities in several states spreading around India  

 

Figure 2-8: Location of STPI, India  
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Source: STPI website  

Figure 2-9: Financial performance of STPI, India (in Rs Crore)  

 

In 1990-91, India went through a severe financial crisis that was exacerbated by the Gulf War. 

The high oil prices that resulted were a drain on the foreign exchange reserves, which were 

already quite low. This crisis precipitated the launching of a major liberalisation programme 

by the Narasimha Rao government. Many of the reforms that came out of that programme had 

a direct bearing on the software industry, especially the abolition of quantitative restrictions 

for intermediate and capital goods. On the macroeconomic front, the devaluation of the rupee, 

while making Indian exports cheaper, made software imports more expensive. All the 

benefits that were available to export oriented software firms were retained and the foreign 

exchange for travel tax was abolished. In addition, there were some policies that explicitly 

addressed the software industry  Further support to the industry came from changes in tax 

policy in 1992  

An industry forum NASSCOM was established in 1988. NASSCOM is "an industry 

association representing the interest of computer software and service companies in India" Its 
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members include companies "which are incorporated and/or registered in India, which have 

made and will make positive contribution to the computer software industry...and a good 

track record in business operations, strong financial commitment and a significant local value 

added component in the products and services offered". It "maintains close interaction with 

the Government of India in formulating national IT policies with specific focus on computer 

software". NASSCOM has played an important and active role in pursuing the interests of its 

members in the policy arena 

The Indian software industry in the post-1984 period 

The policy in the early years to protect the hardware industry had another important impact on 

the software industry. It forced Indian computer firms to shift focus away from mainframes, 

which were the mainstay of the multinationals, towards producing and using micro or 

personal computers. This led to a generation of software engineers who gained a great deal of 

experience in programming for PCs, in operating systems like MS-DOS and particularly 

UNIX, which was an operating system for non-IBM compatible computers based on Intel and 

Motorola chips. This operating system was preferred and pushed by the CMC and the DOE. 

Three Indian companies, HCL, Wipro Information Technologies Ltd, and DCM DP, became 

the first in the world to build computers that were based on UNIX. This research and the 

knowledge that was created, provided Indian software engineers with a competitive edge 

when the computer policy was liberalised in the post-1984 period and when the mainframe 

technology gave way to the personal computer technology in the global software industry in 

the latter half of the 1980s. 

After the 1984 change in the hardware policy, there was a large influx of PCs into India. This 

gave software firms a great deal of additional local business but the domestic market 

continued to lose its relative importance vis-à-vis export. The Government's approval of TI's 
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plans to set up a subsidiary encouraged Indian firms to take notice of the potential market in 

the United States for their software development talents and to consider the possibility of 

branching out into software exports, including bodyshopping. It also allowed them access to 

satellite facilities. Furthermore, venture capital companies, such as Technology Development 

and Information Company of India, began to take an interest in funding software companies  

The Indian software industry has been growing steadily at over 20 per cent a year since 1990, 

reflecting a tremendous response to the changes in policy and to the opening up of the 

international market.  

Hardware Industry (Semiconductor & electronics)  

While IT Software and service industry was booming in 90s, hardware industry did not 

perform that well. Many companies in India believed that India has missed the timing for this 

industry when other Asian economies such as China, Korea and Taiwan placed themselves 

on very strong footage.  

The Indian Electronics Hardware Exports Study was commissioned in 2003 by Electronics 

and Computer Software Export Promotion Council (ESC) under the aegis of the Department 

of Commerce, to find out what has gone wrong in India’s electronics and IT hardware 

industry; why India’s electronics exports are not picking up the desired level of momentum, 

and what holds it up in making India to emerge at the electronics and IT hardware 

outsourcing hub in the world.  India Semiconductor Association (ISA), the body 

representing the Indian semiconductor industry. was established in 2004. 

In February 2007, The Indian government announced a ‘Semiconductor Policy’ with a goal 

of developing a local semiconductor manufacturing industry building on the strengths of 

design that the region already had.  
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Key highlights of the policy are:- 

 The grant of Special Economic Zone (SEZ) status. 

 Enactment of Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout-Design Act, 2000 to provide 

for protection of Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout-Designs. 

 Incentive of 20 per cent of the capital expenditure during the first 10 years for the units 

in SEZ and 25 per cent of the capital expenditure for non-SEZ units. 

 Exemption from countervailing duty (CVD) for units in non-SEZ. Significantly, the 

policy covers LCDs, plasmas, storage devices, solar cells, photo-voltaics and 

nanotechnology products, as well as assembly and testing of these products. 

 In September 2007, Government of India, started with the Special Incentive Package 

Scheme (SIPS) to encourage investments for setting up semicon fabs, and other micro 

and nanotechnology manufacturing industries. 

Electronics production in India 

Consumer Electronics: The estimated production of consumer electronics for the fiscal 

year 2007-08 is Rs.22,500 crore, indicating a growth of 12.5 per cent over previous year. 

Consumer electronics continues to be a major sector and its contribution to the total 

electronic hardware production in the country is 28 per cent. The Colour TV is the largest 

contributor in this segment. Manufacturing of LCD TV has started in the country. DVD 

Player market has shown a growth of over 20% 

Control, Instrumentation and Industrial Sector: During the year 2007-08, the production in 

this sector is estimated to be Rs. 11,950 crore, as against Rs. 10,400 crore in the fiscal year 

2006-07, registering a growth of 15.0 per cent in 2007-08 as against 18.2 per cent in 2006-07. 
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Computer Industry: The Desktop PC market (including Notebooks) grossed 3.28 million 

units in the first half of 2007-08 (April-September’ 07), registering a growth of 11 per cent 

over the same period last fiscal. notebook sales grew by 59 per cent, while consumption of 

desktops grew by 3 per cent. PC sales are projected to cross 7.25 million units in fiscal 

2007-08, The estimated production figures for this sector are Rs. 16,400 crore in the year 

2007-08, a growth of 28.1 per cent. 

Communication and Broadcasting Sector: The Communication Technology has taken a 

big leap forward and received the national recognition as the key driver for development 

and growth. The gross telephone subscribers in the country reached about 272.88 million 

as of December 2007 (mobile telephone subscribes about 233.63 million). The over all 

teledensity reached 23.89 per cent in December 2007. India is now one of the largest in 

the world in terms of gross telephone subscribers, and second largest in Asia. At the end 

of December 2007, total broadband connections in the country have reached 3.13 million. 

The broadband subscribers are expected to be around 20 million by 2010. 

The fastest growth in number of cellular subscribers (15.31 million in 4 months), the fastest 

sales of a million mobile phones (1 week), the world's cheapest mobile handset (US$ 17.2) 

and the world's most affordable colour phone (US$ 27.42). India also has an installed base of 

over 22 million PCs, 100 million TVs, 65 million cable television connections, 2.5 million 

STBs, 38 million Internet users including wireless mobile Internet users. 

The estimated production figures for this segment for the year 2007-08 is estimated to be Rs. 

14,350 crore, a robust growth of 51.4 per cent as against a growth rate of 35.7 per cent in the 

previous fiscal 2006-07. 

Electronic Components: The total production of electronic components was Rs.8,800 crore 

during 2006-07, which is expected to grow to Rs.9,500 crore during 2007-08, a growth of 8.0 
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per cent. The components with major share in production were CD-R, Colour Picture Tubes 

(CPT), PCBs, DVD-R, connectors, semiconductor devices,  ferrites, and resistors.  

Semiconductor Industry in India 

India has now emerged as a preferred destination for chip designing and embedded software, 

making its mark in the world league in semiconductor manufacturing. It houses design and 

development centres for almost all major Integrated Device Makers (IDMs) and fabless 

companies.  The important semiconductor categories comprises of microprocessors, analog, 

memory, discrete and ASIC. The main end-use products comprise of mobile handsets, base 

transceiver stations (BTS), desktops, notebooks, set-top boxes and CRT TVs. 

According to the India Semiconductor Association (ISA)—the semiconductor market in 

India will touch US$ 36 billion in sales by 2015, growing 29.9 per cent every year as 

design, development and consumption of electronic devices grow. In 2009, the Indian 

semiconductor market is expected to be US$ 5.5 billion, up from US$ 2.7 billion in 2007.  

Design Sector : The Indian semiconductor design industry consists of very large scale 

integration (VLSI) design, board design and embedded software companies.  

Revenues for the VLSI, board design and embedded software market in India are estimated 

to reach US$ 10.96 billion in 2010, according to an ISA-IDC study titled India 

Semiconductor and Embedded Design Market, 2007-2010. From US$ 6.08 billion in 2007, 

the market has reached US$ 7.37 billion in 2008, and is likely to touch US$ 8.97 billion in 

2009. 

The total design services market in India is estimated to be growing at 21 per cent year on 

year (y-o-y), as against a 6 per cent y-o-y growth globally.  
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Further, according to another report by the Indian Semiconductor Associate (ISA) and 

Frost & Sullivan report, the Indian semiconductor and embedded design industry will grow 

from US$ 3.25 billion in 2005 to US$ 14.42 billion in 2010, and reach US$ 43.07 billion in 

2015.  

VLSI design activity in India is concentrated in mainly four cities – Bangalore followed by 

Hyderabad, Delhi/Noida and Chennai. Bangalore is now home to 70 of the 130 firms 

(including multinationals) engaged in chip design in India, making it comparable to Silicon 

Valley, Cambridge (in the UK) and Taiwan, in terms of chip designing clusters.  

India is also emerging as a prominent player in wireless IC design with about 38 per cent of 

Indian designers working on designs targetting wireless and mobile applications compared 

with just about 22 per cent in Europe.  

The report also estimates that the total workforce employed in the LSI design-related 

industry in India was approximately 130,000 in 2007.  

India is emerging as a hub for semiconductor manufacturing with many domestic and global 

majors evincing a keen interest in the country. The Government has received 17 projects 

worth an investment of US$ 32.29 billion under the Semiconductor Policy. The proposals 

comprise of investments in semiconductor wafer fabrication, TFT-LCD panel and solar 

photovoltaic projects. 

Major investments on the anvil include: 

* In partnership with defence electronic company Bharat Electronics Ltd (BEL), Bharat 

Heavy Electricals Ltd (BHEL) is planning to set up an integrated photovoltaic facility with 

an investment of about US$ 1.23 billion. 
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* Hyderabad-based Solar Semiconductor, which manufactures photo voltaic (PV) modules 

and solar cells, has got into a reverse merger agreement with US-based Trans-India 

Acquisition Corporation (TIAC). Under the agreement, TIAC will buy 80 per cent in Solar 

Semiconductor and its subsidiaries in India and the US, with an investment of US$ 92.58 

million for its expansion activities. 

* Vavasi Telegence plans to invest US$ 7.91 billion for solar photovoltaic (PV) and 

polysilicon unit. 

* EPV Solar has proposed an investment of US$ 811 million for a solar PV unit. 

* Lanco Solar plans a US$ 2.62 billion investment in a solar PV and polysilicon unit. 

* Videocon Industries plans to set up a LCD fab at an investment of US$ 1.62 billion. 

* Reliance Industries is planning a semiconductor wafer fab at an investment of nearly US$ 

3.76 billion. 

* Moser Baer PV Technologies plans to invest US$ 1.21 billion for setting up photo-voltaic 

cell manufacturing units. 

* Titan Energy Systems plans to establish a photo-voltaic cell manufacturing unit at an 

investment of US$ 1.19 billion. 

* California-headquartered Signet Solar is planning to pump in US$ 1.96 billion to 

manufacture solar photovoltaic modules in India. 

* Besides the above, KSK Energy Ventures - US$ 651 million, Reliance Industries - US$ 

2.35 billion, Phoenix Solar India - US$ 242 million, Tata BP Solar India - US$ 342 million, 
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Solar Semiconductor - US$ 2.39 billion, and TF Solar Power - US$ 475.45 million have sent 

proposals for setting up solar PV units. 

Road Ahead 

According to a study by Frost and Sullivan, while the global semiconductor total market is 

growing at a CAGR of 8–9 per cent, India's total market (TM) is estimated to grow at a 

CAGR of 26.7 per cent by 2009. This would increase India's share in the global 

semiconductor market from 1.09 per cent in 2006 to 1.62 per cent in 2009 i.e., to US$ 5.49 

billion in 2009. 

Looking ahead, the semiconductor design industry's turnover is likely to grow from US$ 4.6 

billion in 2006 to US$ 43 billion by 2015. 

Simultaneously, with captive companies or subsidiaries of multinationals scaling up their 

operations to carry out end-to-end design and development activities, design startups are 

likely to rise significantly. 

On the growth curve  

According to Gartner, Overall semiconductor revenue for 2008 was $255 billion, a 5.4 

percent drop from 2007 revenue, Worldwide semiconductor revenue is expected to reach 

US$194.5 billion in 2009, a 24.1 percent decline from 2008 revenue. The industry is likely 

to rebound in 2010 and 2011, with the global revenues touching US$ 251.2 billion in 2010, 

a 14.6 per cent increase from 2009, and further reach US$ 274.9 billion in 2011. 

Semiconductor industry in India is sustaining its growth despite the global economic 

recession and India is likely to be comparatively unaffected by the downturn in the global 

semiconductor market,  
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According to a joint report by industry group Indian Semiconductor Association (ISA) and 

market research firm, Frost and Sullivan, released in January 2009., Indian semiconductor 

industry market would see a 13.4 per cent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) between 

2009 and 2010 when chip revenue would touch US$ 7.59 billion. Previously forecast 26.7 

per cent growth rate for India’s chip market was revised due to the global economic 

recession resulting in the downfall in semiconductor demand.  

India is expected to see electronics equipment consumption worth US$ 363 billion and 

domestic production worth US$ 155 billion by 2015. Significantly, the semiconductor 

content in the estimated electronic consumption in 2015 is expected to be US$ 36.3 billion 

accounting for 6.5 per cent of the global semiconductor revenues. Also, the estimated 

electronics production potential of US$ 155 billion in 2015 is expected to create an 

opportunity of US$ 15.52 billion for semiconductor companies and also for Electronic 

Manufacturing Services (EMS) companies.  

So far no major chip manufacturers has committed to setting up fab in India. Even the local 

groups that applied to the government for funding were finding out that raising the capital for 

projects that are seen as high risk by the financial community was harder to develop than 

previously believed. Hindustan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (HSMC), Signet 

Solar and SemIndia, were among the first to commit after the policy was announced but had 

not submitted applications by the end of 2007 due to difficulty with funding. SemIndia then 

announced a fab in Hyderabad and all looked good with technology transfer agreements 

with AMD and announcements that the fab would run at 90 and possibly 65nm technology 

nodes rather than the 130nm initially announced. 

The start of the year 2008 saw stories that the planned fab that had already begun 

building would no longer be manufacturing semiconductors and would now focus on 
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developing as a photovoltaic manufacturing plant. 

However , the Semiconductor Policy did not just addresses chip manufacturing but also the 

ecosystem of ATMP (assembly-test-mark-pack) units, solar fabs and related hi-tech 

manufacturing but most of the coverage centred on the larger fab investments. The country 

already hosts every major IT and semiconductor company in some capacity with most 

manufacturers having research interests, so there has been great traction for the overall 

industry providing positive outcomes since the policy was released. Every design company 

is extremely active in India and despite the ups and downs, the local industry has come 

together through the auspice of the Indian Semiconductor Association (ISA). The year may 

not have gone as planned but there is genuine discussion and understanding of the situation 

and process that was lacking before.Poornima Shenoy, President of the ISA has commented 

that it is logical that the ecosystem of solar fabs and ATMP plants are the first step of the 

complex semiconductor value chain. There is still a strong expectation that a chip 

manufacturing fab will follow from these earlier stages. India may not have got the timing 

right or the messages clear in these first frantic steps but hopes are high and the desire is 

strong to ensure India takes its place in the global space of  semiconductor manufacturing.  

India Advantage  

India has certain natural advantages that have attracted many global companies to set up 

their Indian operations. Key factors behind India’s success in high tech Industry can be 

summarized as below:- 

 The Indian consumer market is expanding rapidly and is expected to see a ten-fold 

rise in middle class population and four-fold rise in household income by 2025 

from 2005.  

 India has one of the largest cost-competitive technical workforces in the world.  
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 The country has immense manufacturing capability which spans almost all areas 

of manufacturing activity.  

 The Indian information technology industry is burgeoning, throwing up great 

opportunities.  

 The country provides well-developed R&D, infrastructure, and technical and 

marketing services.  

 The Indian banking system is well-developed comprising a commercial banking 

network of over 64,000 branches, supported by a number of national and state 

level financial institutions.  

 Large English speaking work force which gives companies ability to quicky 

integrate in the international value chain. 

 

2.3  China 

 

The economy of the China is the second largest in the world after that of the United 

States with a GDP of $7.8 trillion (2008 estmates1) when measured on a purchasing 

power parity (PPP) basis. It is the third largest in the world after the US and Japan with a 

nominal GDP of US$3.5 trillion (2007) when measured in exchange-rate terms. 

 

China has been the fastest-growing major nation for the past decade with an average 

annual GDP growth rate above 10% 

 

Reforms started in the late 1970s with the phasing out of collectivized agriculture, and 

expanded to include the gradual liberalization of prices, fiscal decentralization, increased 

autonomy for state enterprises, the foundation of a diversified banking system, the 

development of stock markets, the rapid growth of the non-state sector, and the opening 
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to foreign trade and investment.  

 

China has generally implemented reforms in a gradualist or piecemeal fashion. Initially, 

China used its cheap labor, political stability and centralized planning agency to its 

advantage to attract foreign investment from multinational corporations and let these 

corporations use China as manufacturing base for exports. This made china a major 

competitor against other Asian export-led economies such as Singapore, South Korea & 

Malaysia.  

 

China has emphasized raising personal income and consumption and introducing new 

management systems to help increase productivity. The government has also focused on 

foreign trade as a major vehicle for economic growth. The restructuring of the economy 

and resulting efficiency gains have contributed to a more than tenfold increase in GDP 

since 1978. 

 

In late 2008, as China commemorated the 30th anniversary of its historic economic 

reforms, the global economic downturn began to slow foreign demand for Chinese 

exports for the first time in several years. The government vowed to continue reforming 

the economy and emphasized the need to increase domestic consumption in order to 

make China less dependent on foreign exports for GDP growth in the future. 

 

China benefits greatly from its large and rapidly growing foreign and domestic market 

size allowing for significant economies of scale. Macroeconomic stability also remains a 

source of competitive advantage, with the government budget moving into surplus, and 

manageable debt levels, although rising inflation has become an area of concern, as in 

many other countries. Innovation is becoming another competitive advantage, with rising 
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company spending on R&D coupled with strong university- industry research 

collaboration, and an increasing rate of patenting. China’s key competitive weakness is 

related to its financial market (109th), with restricted capital flows, inadequate regulation 

of securities exchanges (ranked 109th), and concerns about the soundness of the banking 

sector (ranked 108th). Related to these weaknesses is the need to strengthen private 

institutions (ranked 77th), with insufficient protection of minority shareholders’ interests 

(ranked 94th), inefficient corporate boards (90th), and weak accounting and auditing 

standards (86th). And, given the increasing importance of innovation for the country’s 

competitiveness, improving higher education and training should be a priority to address 

the low enrollment rates at the secondary and tertiary levels, and to upgrade the quality of 

the educational system more generally.  

 

I will sum-up the pillars of CIT economic growth with the table below:- 

Table 2-5: Pillars of economic growth of CIT  

China India Taiwan 

Government role as 

Central planning agency 

 

 

Low cost Manufacturing  

Low cost labor 

Big domestic market  

 

IT (Software / services) 

High competence 

Engineers /SW 

professionals 

BPO Business process 

outsourcing  

English speaking 

Abundant workforce 

supply  

Low cost 

High Tech / 

Semiconductor  

Clusters 

 

Global logistic capability  

. 
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Figure 2-10: Trans Pacific network of High tech industry  

Picture above summarizes the trans-Pacific network of High Tech Industry. 

Table below states the key economic data of CIT:- 

Table 2-6: Key economic data of CIT  

 China India Taiwan 

GDP 

(purchasing 

power parity): 

$7.8 trillion (2008 

est.) 

$3.319 trillion 

(2008 est.) 

$757.2 billion (2008 

est.) 

GDP (official 

exchange rate): 

$4.222 trillion (2008 

est.) 

$1.237 trillion 

(2008 est.) 

$393.2 billion (2008 

est.) 

GDP - real 

growth rate: 

9.8% (2008 est.) 7.3% (2008 est.) 1.7% (2008 est.) 

GDP - per 

capita (PPP): 

$6,100 (2008 est.) $2,900 (2008 

est.) 

$33,000 (2008 est.) 
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GDP - 

composition by 

sector: 

agriculture: 10.6%  

industry: 49.2%  

services: 40.2% 

(2008 est.) 

agriculture: 

17.2%  

industry: 29.1%  

services: 53.7% 

(2008 est.) 

agriculture: 1.5% 

industry: 27.4% 

services: 71.1% 

(2008 est.) 

Export partners US 19.1%, Hong 

Kong 15.1%, Japan 

8.4%, South Korea 

4.6%, Germany 4% 

(2007) 

US 15%,  

China 8.7%, 

UAE 8.7%,  

UK 4.4% 

(2007) 

China 32.6%, US 

12.9%, Hong Kong 

8.6%, Japan 6.4%, 

Singapore 5% 

(2007) 

Import Partners Japan 14%,  

South Korea 10.9%, 

Taiwan 10.5%,  

US 7.3%,  

Germany 4.7% 

(2007) 

China 10.6%,  

US 7.8%, 

Germany 4.4%, 

Singapore 4.4%  

(2007) 

Japan 22.7%,  

US 13.3%,  

China 11.2%,  

South Korea 6.6%, 

Saudi Arabia 4.8%, 

Singapore 4.6% 

(2007) 

Global 

competitiveness 

index 

30th rank 50th rank 17th rank 

 

 




